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Introduction

�Concern about the future of Small Island 
Developing States (SIDS) under future 
scenarios of sea-level rise & climatic variability 
has resulted in the prioritization of funded 
research. 

�As part of a broader study into resilient coastal 
communities we seek to consider how 
environmental understanding & management 
have been shaped through the funding of 
particular communities of knowledge.



“Scientific knowledge is the ‘glue’
that helps keep policy actors 

committed and can be used as a 
trump card against opponents to the 

epistemic coalition”. 
(Gough and Shackley, 2001: 332) 



Discourses of Climate Change

� Much of the focus of climate change discourse has 
been underpinned by the language of science & 
measurement.  

� This approach is typical within environmental 
research & has arguably legitimised the position of 
the global institutions that have emerged to 
coordinate response to the ‘crisis’. 

� Initially the response to the ‘crisis’ focused on 
discussions of the impact & mitigation of 
anthropogenic emissions. 

� However, recognition emerged that adaptive 
responses to the impacts of climatic change were a 
priority for SIDS.

� International policy & funding structures are carefully 
negotiated through forums such as the Conference 
of the Parties (COP).  These priorities shape the 
direction of research & policy. 



Constructing Realities of 
Climate Change

� Climate change is generally constructed as an 
environmental problem requiring scientific analysis, with 
anthropogenic pollution the root of concern.

� Contention that current climate research has been shaped 
by the language of the UNFCC, itself a rapid construct 
underpinned by ‘atmospheric & environmental sciences’
(Burton et al., 2007). 

� The issue of climate change as one of global significance 
was marked by the development of central institutions 
(e.g. UNFCC) & mechanisms (Global Environment 
Facility, GEF) to address issues. 

� While these centralised approaches are arguably efficient 
& allow for the development of broad level strategies, that 
may not otherwise be possible with more fragmented 
approaches, the nuances of local environmental 
issues may be overlooked (Cash, 2000). 



Constructing Realities of 
Climate Change

� When considering what it is we ‘know’ about 
climate change & environmental vulnerability we 
need to consider the context that the data or 
knowledge has been gathered & shaped & the 
multiple avenues through which it has been 
interpreted. 

� IPCC reporting on the state of climate science is a 
reflective document, reliant on currently published 
and peer reviewed data. 

– Lag in data & science reviewed & presented.

� The weight of climate science has been dependent 
on modelling of climate change scenarios. 

� Of importance is the (re)-interpretation of these 
scientific messages by stakeholders (politicians, 
government officials, media, community). 



Privileging Communities of 
Knowledge

�Concerns over climate change scenarios have   
generated a growing body of research

- physical scientific contribution 
(mitigation & ecosystem adaptation) & more recently; 

- social science 
(adaptive capacity, community expectations).

�With the growth of the climate change ‘industry’ &  
the targeted funding for both mitigation & adaptive 
strategies there is a need to reflect on what 
contributions have been made to the broader 
scientific bodies of knowledge.  

� ‘Experts of Science’ & ‘Experts of Community’.



Privileging Communities of 
Knowledge

� If science is used to legitimise a position critical 
consideration needs to be given to ‘what’ science 
is being constructed & ‘who’ is constructing this.

� Is the science being generated targeting critical 
gaps in knowledge to support adaptation? 

�How are nations, organisations & individuals using 
this knowledge? 

� Is this knowledge translated into tangible 
responses in nation states? 

�Has there been institutional disempowerment of 
communities, dismissing the legitimacy of local 
and cultural knowledge?

�How much of the research generated is actually 
being shared, utilised & built upon in a cohesive 
way?  



Pragmatic Science? 

� In a model of competitive research funding 
some of the growth in climate science may be 
seen as largely ‘opportunistic’, driven by 
predetermined global agendas & shaped to 
comply with established funding regimes.

� Is there a loss of the pursuit of scientific 
knowledge that contributes to a broader 
understanding of environmental interactions?



Mapping Science & Environmental 
Knowledge in the Pacific

�Little synthesis of scientific research has been 
undertaken in the South West Pacific.

�Study proposes to draw on existing published 
research & map shifts in focus over time, using 
physical island instability as a focus.

�A number of online databases exist providing 
useful repository's of scientific/ adaptation 
research. 

�Preliminary review indicates some common 
constraints.



�Ongoing funding of scientific research with 
continued measurement of ‘indicators’ of climate 
change (e.g. sea-level rise (SLCMP), 
meteorological measurement (PI-GCOS)). 

�Lack of ground-truthing of climate models in a 
geomorphic sense.

�An increase in the role of individuals & 
organisations undertaking science 
communication & capacity building within Pacific 
Island nations.  

Mapping Science & Environmental 
Knowledge in the Pacific



�Limited work funded to explore localised impacts/ 
responses to future scenarios.

�State of the environment reporting is limited & 
data collection efforts are often linked to reactive 
monitoring of problem sites. 

�Given the incomplete environmental datasets of 
many Pacific Island countries caution needs to 
be taken in the extension of knowledge from 
other research into these environmental 
contexts.

�Requires long term funding & local commitment  
to develop reliable datasets (PACMAN).

�Not aided by political unwillingness to commit 
funding to projects over lengthy temporal scales. 

Mapping Science & Environmental 
Knowledge in the Pacific



Conclusions

�Analysis of the messages communicated in 
scientific studies have the potential to 
provide insights into global shifts in climate 
change discourse. 

�Arguably the shifting focus of multinational 
funders has not resulted in integrative 
development of scientific understanding & 
communication. 

�Rather, we observe a disjuncture between 
global-scale science & local-scale 
community-based adaptation initiatives. 
Adaptation measures are being poorly 
served by global science!



Conclusions

� In comparison to other environmental datasets 
the measurement of climatic variables are often 
more comprehensive. 

�Measurements of change in island landforms 
necessary to underpin effective adaptation are 
absent or at best fragmentary. 

�As a consequence there appears to be a 
fundamental gap in generation of knowledge 
relevant to local-scale adaptation.



Has the legacy of the climate change 
funding-go-round left us with disjunct & 

vestigial archipelagos of information with 
little opportunity for building causeways 

of understanding? 


